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1. Introduction 
To ensure safe design, naval architects need to estimate the response of boats in heavy seas. 

The following models were fitted using data, sampled at 0.5s, obtained from sea trials of a 24m 
trawler. The trawler sailed an octagonal course. Only data from the first leg are used here. 

 
2. Regression models for hydrodynamic responses 

Heave response (yt) was predicted from wave height relative to still water (xt), and lags 
including squared terms. The following model had a minimum estimated variance of errors (zt) , 
amongst those fitted with specific predictors. 
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The value of the adjusted R2 is 0.9894 and the estimated standard error of the coefficient of 
the squared term is 0.0301 (t-ratio=1.72,P=0.09). All other coefficients were determined with high 
precision. We thought the coefficient of the squared term might be estimated more precisely if the 
{xt}, {yt} time series were filtered to remove high frequency noise before fitting the regression. 
This was done using a Butterworth filter of order 10, with a cut-off frequency of 2 radian per 
sampling interval (approx to 0.3 Hz), (Scilab, 2000). The t-ratio for the squared coefficient did 
increase somewhat (1.91,P=0.06), the estimated coefficients of the {y} changed slightly, but the 
coefficients of the {x} changed considerably and their associated t-ratios decreased. So, we only 
present results for un-filtered data. A stepwise procedure, using a minimum AIC criterion, resulted 
in equation (2), which has an adjusted R2 of 0.9895. It is quite different from the model of equation 
(1) because the non-linear terms are squared inputs rather than a squared lagged output. Squared 
inputs cannot render a theoretical linear dynamic system unstable. 
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All the coefficients are statistically significant beyond the 1% level. 
 
3.  Frequency response functions 

Consider an input 
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Following Billings and Tang ( 1989) assume the output has the form 
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Equations (3) and (4) are substituted into equation (1). Equating coefficients of 
)exp( 1tiω leads to the first order linear frequency response of the form. 
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And equating coefficients of ))21(exp( ti ωω + leads to the second order frequency response. 
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Figure 1: [left] first order, [right] second 
order frequency response functions. 
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Similar calculations, for the model of equation (2) lead to: 

 

Figure 2: [left] first order, [right] second 
order frequency response function. 
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4. Conclusion 
The estimated linear response is very similar for the two models. It will depend on the heading of the 

boat relative to the predominant wave direction, and hence differ between legs. The second order frequency 
response is more substantial when estimated from model (2), as might be expected when the coefficients 
were more significant. The ridges correspond to 08.2,13.121 =+ωω The heights of the peaks and ridges 
suggest that the non-linear effects are non-negligible. An analysis of roll response to wind also produced 
evidence of non-linear effects. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Le mouvement du bateau est décrit par un système de régression à plusieurs variables avec 
retard, ou par un spectre linéaire et de deuxième degré . 


